
Be 9/3/75 

Dear Jerry and Robert, 

Thanke for the effort reported in your 8/30. 

If the results at the police academy are negative, one simpler approach may not 

be as easy for your standard textsa on how speoeroecopy and NAAs are taught. What 

I think we really need see is a comprehensible stateeent of the minimum correct 

procedures: how one goes about it, how one tabulates what and why, etc. You will 

see the point in Post Mortem, which I'm rushing all I can. It may be wuite useful 

on appeal. This will again be a precrident case. 

Another eoseible approach might be how if at all tinting on evidence deal with 

this. But only as above, not in geeerel (unless your awn interests are served in 

reading about the use of the tests in trials). 

However, please do not put this above your own work. The country needs good 

lawyers, people of conscience, so prepare as well as you can for the real learning 

that will come after graducation and licensing. At the same time, do not loose 

sight of the learning you can get from this kind of work. It will apply to more than 

Criminal law. 

I do not have the Enquirer offerin, the reward. My understand of its manttg 

lmiliprig  is that it requires conviction. I'd appr elate a copy of the offer only. 

I thought Robert understood I'd not be able to take time to acknowledge. I'm 

really tired and can't get done what I feel must. But I have received his clippings. 

It will be easier for him and as good or better for me if he identifies each in 

writing rather than taping am identification on. 

I have not seen and never do see the Village Voice. The Popkin stuff is insane, 

so I'd appreciate that. I have the Tatter September special and the SatEvePost 

so please take no trouble with them. The Voice is among the publications I 

never see unlern soemene happen:; to send it. I haven't the time to read or the 

money to suxbscribe. 

I have no plans for being in New York and probably won't be unless the speakers' 

bureau with which I'lrye signed books me. Thanks to you both, 

Beet, 
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